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Abstract—The cold compaction of a 2D random distribution of metal circular cylinders has been investigated
numerically by the discrete element method. Each cylindrical particle is located by a node at its centre and
the plastic indentation of the contacts between neighbouring particles is represented by non-linear springs.
The initial packing of the particles is generated by the ballistic deposition method. Salient micromechanical
features of closed die and isostatic powder compaction are elucidated for both frictionless and sticking con-
tacts. It is found that substantial rearrangement of frictionless particles takes place, leading to yield surfaces
of similar shape but about half the size of that found for affine motion, as reported in [J. Mech. Phys. Solids
40 (1992) 1139; 43 (1995) 1409; 47 (1999) 785]. An increase in the level of inter-particle friction leads to
a reduction in the degree of local particle rearrangement: the relative displacement of particle centres in the
network is more closely represented by affine motion for the case of sticking contacts than frictionless con-
tacts. The discrete element calculations suggest that the yield surfaces for sticking contacts are similar in
shape to those for frictionless particles, but are about double the size. 2001 Acta Materialia Inc. Published
by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The cold compaction and subsequent sintering of
metal powder is a widely used production method for
small, complex parts in the automotive industry. This
process route makes it possible to produce near net
shape components of complex geometry and high
strength. Recently, the compaction and sintering of
parts of simple shape have been simulated using the
finite element method with various macroscopic
constitutive descriptions of material response, see for
example [4–7].

In the present study, we shall focus on the initial
phase of powder compaction, termed stage I, wherein
isolated plastic contacts between particles control the
macroscopic deformation. Subsequently, plasticity
spreads throughout the particles from contact to con-
tact, and the contacts no longer deform in an isolated
manner. In the final phase of compaction porosity
exists in the form of isolated voids; this is known
as stage II. Ashby and co-workers [8–10] have used
indentation theory at each particle contact in order to
predict the pressure versus relative density curve for
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hydrostatic stage I compaction. They assumed that the
porous aggregate consists of randomly packed, rigid-
perfectly plastic spheres of equal diameter and joined
by discrete necks. Flecket al. [1] generalised this
approach to multi-axial stress states and Fleck [2]
included the effects of deformation-induced ani-
sotropy and inter-particle cohesion. Recently, Stora˚k-
ers et al. [3] have extended this model to powder
composites which deform in a power law visco-plas-
tic manner.

The material models described above are based
upon micromechanical assumptions such as the affine
deformation of particles prescribed by the macro-
scopic strain with no local rearrangement of particles.
In the present work, a model has been used to investi-
gate the validity of these assumptions for a random
distribution of circular cylindrical particles of given
size distribution; yield surfaces for both isostatic and
closed die compaction are determined, and are com-
pared with the upper bound yield surfaces for cylin-
drical particles based upon affine motion [1–3]. A
similar discrete element model has been used in [11]
for sintering. In general metal powders have very low
inter-particle tensile strength thus we will limit our
studies to powders with zero inter-particle cohesive
strength.
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The discrete element method allows us to explore
the significance of non-affine particle motion, by the
local rolling and sliding at contacts, upon the macro-
scopic compaction response. For example, previous
estimates [1–3] based upon affine motion suggest that
a vertex forms at the loading point of the yield sur-
face. It is of both fundamental and practical signifi-
cance to determine the sensitivity of the macroscopic
response to the degree of local particle rearrangement.

2. NUMERICAL METHOD

2.1. Particle–particle formulation

Consider an array of circular cylinders of unit
depth. Two representative cylinders 1 and 2 are in
contact, and have radii R1 and R2, as shown in Fig.
1(a). The contact force between the two cylinders is
resolved into a normal force FN acting along the com-
mon normal to the plane of contact, and a tangential
force FT due to friction. The rolling moment M is
neglected since the area of contact is small for stage
I compaction.

Each contact is represented by a generalised spring

Fig. 1. Two-particle model. (a) Two cylinders of radii R1 and
R2 in contact. The contact forces in the normal and tangential
directions are denoted FN and FT respectively. The rolling
moment, M, at the contact is set to zero since the area of contact
remains small. (b) The spring element reresenting the contact.
Here uN is the relative displacement in the direction normal to

the plane of contact.

element, with each particle centre represented by a
node as shown in Fig. 1(b); the constitutive law for
the spring is detailed below. The tangential force FT

at each contact generates a moment Mi = �diFT at the
centre of the contacting particle, where di is the dis-
tance from the centre of particle i to the contact.

2.1.1. Normal direction. The incremental
approach of one particle with respect to its neighbour
is expressed by

u̇N � u̇N1�u̇N2 (1)

where u̇N1 and u̇N2 are the incremental displacements
of particles 1 and 2, respectively, along the contact
normal as defined in Fig. 2.

Particle deformation during compaction occurs by
the plastic flattening of contacts. We assume that the
normal pressure p at each contact in a rigid-perfectly
plastic material under plane strain conditions equals
the Prandtl value of three times the yield strength sy

of the solid, p = 3sy. Hence, the normal force versus
particle overlap relationship has the form

FN � 3syAc with Ac � √8uNR1R2/(R1 � R2) (2)

where Ac is the contact area per unit depth of two
cylinders overlapping by uN. Since the force–dis-
placement law (2) is nonlinear, an incremental form
is employed,

ḞN � 3sy�R1 � R2

2uN

u̇N (3)

with the incremental normal force on each node writ-
ten as

ḞN1 � �ḞN2 � ḞN (4)

according to the sign convention of Fig. 2. A similar
kinematic formulation in the normal direction has

Fig. 2. Spring element defining directions of nodal displace-
ments, forces, rotations and moments.
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been used previously in [12–14] for the compaction
of spheres.

2.1.2. Tangential direction. The sliding compo-
nent of the displacement increment of one particle
with respect to its contacting neighbour (i.e. the slip
rate) is given by

u̇T � u̇T1�u̇T2 � d1q̇1 � d2q̇2 (5)

where u̇T1 and u̇T2 are the tangential displacement
increments of the centres of particles 1 and 2, respect-
ively, and the additional contribution to the sliding
rate comes from the particle spins q̇i.

A friction law is enforced via tangential elastic
springs of stiffness, kT, such that the shear stress at
the contact is related to the relative sliding displace-
ment uT by

t � FT/Ac � kTuT for |FT|�m|FN| (6)

where m is the Coulomb friction coefficient. The
spring constant kT is taken to be sufficiently large that
each contact is either in a sticking state, with negli-
gible relative displacement, or in a state of gross
slip with

FT � �sgn(u̇T)mFN (7)

Tangential stresses exceeding the shear yield stress,
ty, of the matrix material are unrealistic, and so an
upper limit of the shear stress, tmax = ty = sy/√3, is
imposed.

Equilibrium dictates that the tangential nodal
forces are

�ḞT1 � ḞT2 � ḞT (8)

with each node experiencing a moment due to the
tangential force, ḞT, at the particle periphery such that

Ṁ1 � �d1ḞT and Ṁ2 � �d2ḞT (9)

2.2. Generation of the random packing

The initial packings of the particles have been gen-
erated by a ballistic deposition method, as detailed
for example in the Appendix of [15]. We believe that
this method provides realistic initial packings for
powders laid down in a die before compaction. The
particles are dropped one by one from a random start-
ing position into a container, and each particle follows
the path of steepest descent. The packing simulation
is purely geometric and inertial forces are neglected
in predicting the motion of the particles. When a par-
ticle has attained static equilibrium, its position is

fixed and a new particle is dropped until the box has
filled with particles.

A typical packing of monosized particles of radius
r = R is shown in Fig. 3(a), with the width W of the
square box taken as W = 80R. The packing consists
of 1683 particles (nodes) and 3279 contacts
(elements) and has an initial relative density
D0 = 0.823; the relative density of the aggregate is
defined by the ratio of the total cross-sectional area
of the cylinders to that of the box. Each inter-particle
contact is represented by a line between neighbouring
particle centres in the insert of Fig. 3(a). It is seen
that the monosized cylinders pack in a crystalline
manner, as noted previously by [16, 17] for example.
In contrast, a more random packing occurs when the
particle radii are dispersed slightly: Fig. 3(b) shows
a typical packing for the case where the radius of each
particle varies randomly from r = 0.9R to 1.1R. The
aggregate comprises 1644 particles and 3183
elements, and has a relative density D0 = 0.814 which
is slightly less than that for the crystalline packing of
Fig. 3(a). Numerical experimentation suggested that
a box width of W = 80R is sufficiently large for the
relative density to be independent of W for the dis-
persed particle packing.

Fig. 3. Initial packings of cylinders. Each line represents a con-
tact and each junction represents a cylinder center. (a) Monos-
ized cylinders of radius, r = R, where R/Wbox = 1.25×10�2 ;
1683 nodes, 3279 elements and the initial density,
D0 = 0.823. (b) Cylinders of radius, r = R[0.9,1.1]; 1644 nodes,

3183 elements and the initial density D0 = 0.814.
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2.3. The discrete element model

We denote the vector (FN,FT,M) of generalised
force of particle q upon particle p by the symbol fpq

i .
Then, equilibrium of forces and moments on the cen-
tral node of particle p is expressed by

�Np

q � 1

fpq
i � 0 ∀ p � 1,Ntot (10)

where Np is the number of contacts for each particle
p, and the total number of particles is Ntot. During
compaction, new contacts between the particles are
formed and so Np increments.

The nonlinear form of the interparticle generalised
force–displacement relations [equations (2) (6) and
(7)] dictates an incremental numerical solution of the
equilibrium equation (10). Furthermore, the finite
rotation of the contacts and the creation of new con-
tacts during compaction necessitate an incremental
numerical scheme such as forward Euler integration.
Equations (1–10) lead to the following set of equa-
tions for each contact,

kij�
u̇N1

u̇T1

q̇1

u̇N2

u̇T2

q̇2

� � �
ḞN1

ḞT1

Ṁ1

ḞN2

ḞT2

Ṁ2

� (11)

where kij is the incremental stiffness matrix for a
given contact. A global stiffness matrix, Aij, is
assembled for the network, such that

AijḊi � Ḟapplied
i (12)

where Ḋi are the generalised displacement
increments, and (FN,FT,M)i and Ḟapplied

i are the work-
conjugate generalised forces for each particle i. This
set of linear equations is solved for the unknown
incremental particle displacements and rotations.
After each loading increment, the state of the aggre-
gate and thus the global stiffness matrix is updated;
the procedure is repeated until the desired density or
geometry has been attained. The macroscopic stresses
are calculated via the formula ([18])

�ij �
1
V �Ntot

p � 1

Fapplied
i xj (13)

where xi are the global coordinates of the centers of

the particles and V is the volume per unit depth of
the box.

2.4. Boundary conditions

The displacement boundary conditions have the
following form

u̇1 � Ė11x1 � Ė12x2 (14)

u̇2 � Ė12x1 � Ė22x2 (15)

where Ėij is the macroscopic strain rate tensor and
(x1,x2) are the global coordinates of the particle cen-
ters. We study both die compaction where equations
(14) and (15) are applied to only the layer of periph-
eral particles, see Fig. 3, and affine compaction where
equations (14) and (15) are prescribed to all particles
of the network. In both cases, the rotation of particles
in the peripheral layer is prevented in order to avoid
uncontrolled particle spin. In the following, we shall
focus upon “hydrostatic compaction” where the dis-
placement boundary conditions (14) and (15) entail
Ė11 = Ė22, Ė12 = 0, and uniaxial “closed die com-
paction” such that Ė22�0 and Ė11 = Ė12 = 0.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Macroscopic stresses

The normalised macroscopic stresses, �ij/sy, for
hydrostatic die compaction of the packings shown in
Fig. 3 are plotted as a function of relative density D
in Fig. 4. The inter-particle contacts are taken to be
either frictionless, m = 0, or sticking, m = �, with the
shear stresses at each contact limited by the shear
yield strength of the solid. As noted above, the initial
density of the monosized cylinders packing is higher
than that of the polydispersed packing. For both dis-
tributions the ballistic deposition method leads to an

Fig. 4. Normalised macroscopic stresses, �ij/sy, versus density,
D, for hydrostatic compaction of both networks shown in Fig.
3. Results are shown for both monosized particles, r = R, and
a uniform dispersion in particle radius from r = 0.9R to

r = 1.1R, labelled r = R[0.9,1.1].
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initial packing which is slightly anisotropic, with a
more efficient packing in the deposition direction 2
than in the transverse direction 1. Consequently, the
stress–density response of the monosized particles
undergoing hydrostatic straining is anisotropic: for
the monosized packing with sticking contacts �22

exceeds �11 by about 40% whereas for the polydis-
persed packing the stress in the vertical direction, �22,
is approximately 15% greater than �11; this difference
is even smaller for the frictionless particles. Repeat
simulations confirmed this degree of anisotropy.
Since the level of anisotropy is less for the polydis-
persed packing, we will make use of this particle
arrangement from now on.

The effect of friction level upon the hydrostatic and
closed die compaction of the polydispersed packing
of Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively.
Consider first the hydrostatic case in Fig. 5(a): the
stress in the vertical direction, �22 to achieve a given
relative density D drops by only 10% when m is
decreased from � to 0.1. (The reason for this is clear:
the maximum shear traction for the case of sticking
friction equals the shear yield strength
tmax = ty = sy/√3, while the maximum contact press-
ure equals 3sy, giving an effective coefficient of fric-

Fig. 5. Normalised macroscopic stresses versus density, D, of
the polydispersed packing, r = R[0.9,1.1], Fig. 3(b), for various
boundary conditions and degrees of friction. (a) Hydrostatic
compaction, �22/sy, (b) closed die compaction, �22/sy (upper

curves) and �11/sy (lower curves).

tion of 1/(3√3) = 0.192. Thus, an assumed friction
coefficient of m = � gives rise to an effective friction
coefficient only slightly greater than the value
m = 0.1.) For the case of vanishing interparticle fric-
tion, m = 0, the stress increases only slightly in the
beginning of compaction due to substantial rearrange-
ment of the particles, until at D = 0.825 the particles
have consolidated and the compaction pressure has a
sharp up-turn in value. The solid curve in Fig. 5 rep-
resents the case of affine deformation (14) and (15)
of all particles in the network; under hydrostatic
straining, affine deformation gives only normal rela-
tive motion between particles, and so the solution is
independent of the assumed level of interparticle fric-
tion. It is recalled that the imposition of affine defor-
mation leads to an upper bound for the compaction
pressure at any given state of particle arrangement.
However, non-affine deformation allows for the
possibility of rearrangement of particles during com-
paction, and results in an evolution of compaction
pressure which may or may not exceed that for affine
deformation. For example, the compaction curve in
Fig. 5 for non-affine deformation with sticking con-
tacts (m = �) is comparable to the compaction curve
for affine deformation; in contrast, the compaction
curve for the frictionless case is at most half that for
affine deformation. The effect of constraining the
individual particles against rotation has also been
explored. For illustration, consider the case of non-
affine deformation with sticking contacts; the preven-
tion of particle rotation leads to increased tangential
sliding at the contacts and thereby to enhanced plastic
dissipation and to a stiffer response by about 10%,
see Fig. 5(a).

The stress–density response for the polydispersed
packing undergoing uniaxial closed die compaction is
shown in Fig. 5(b). Consistently, the stress �22 in the
punch direction is higher than that in the transverse
direction: this is due to the development of larger con-
tacts with unit normal along the deposition direction
2 than along the transverse direction 1, as noted pre-
viously by Fleck [2] and by Storåkers et al. [3]. The
difference in stress in the two directions is fairly small
for frictionless particles, m = 0, but increases with
increasing degree of inter-particle friction. The
maximum difference occurs for sticking particles with
the additional constraint of no rotation imposed. In
contrast to the previous case of hydrostatic com-
paction, the closed die compaction response for affine
deformation (14) and (15) depends upon the degree
of friction as non-zero tangential relative motion is
now prescribed: the stress difference is smaller for
frictionless particles than for sticking contacts.

3.2. Evolution of co-ordination number with degree
of hydrostatic and closed die compaction

Consider a polydispersed packing with an initial
co-ordination number Z = 4.0 by the ballistic depo-
sition method; Z varies with the degree of compaction
as shown in Fig. 6(a) for hydrostatic compaction and
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Fig. 6. Average number of contacts per particle (co-ordination
number), Z, versus density, D, of the network shown in Fig.
3(b) undergoing compaction. Results of various degrees of
inter-particle friction and boundary conditions are shown for

(a) hydrostatic compaction and (b) closed die compaction.

in Fig. 6(b) for closed die compaction. Results for
selected levels of friction are shown in these figures,
and the errors introduced by the affine deformation
assumption and by constraint against particle rotation
are explored. We shall take the affine deformation
case as the reference solution; then, the co-ordination
number Z increases slightly from 4.0 to 4.1 as D
increases from 0.815 to 0.85, for both hydrostatic and
closed die compaction. For the case of hydrostatic
compaction, the value of Z is relatively insensitive to
imposition of the affine deformation assumption, to
constraint against particle rotation and to the assumed
friction level: as m is decreased from the sticking case
m = � to the frictionless case m = 0, the co-ordination
number drops by at most 0.5 during stage I com-
paction.

In contrast, for closed die compaction, a relaxation
of the affine deformation assumption leads to a rapid
drop in Z-value from 4 to about 3.0 to 3.5, depending
upon the friction level. In the early stages of com-
paction Z decreases from about 3.5 to about 3.0 as
the friction coefficient m is increased from the fric-

tionless limit (m = 0) to the sticking case (m = �),
with an additional slight drop in Z-value when con-
straint against particle rotation is imposed. As com-
paction proceeds, the particles with inter-particle fric-
tion do not easily rearrange, and contacts normal to
the transverse 1-direction enlarge much more slowly
than contacts normal to the pressing direction, 2.
Consequently, the stress in the pressing direction, �22,
increases much more rapidly than the stress in the
horizontal direction, �11, see Fig. 5(b). In contrast,
for the frictionless case, the contacts perpendicular to
the pressing direction form easily, resulting in a
higher average coordination number and a much
smaller stress difference in the two directions as seen
in Fig. 5(b).

3.3. The significance of local rearrangement of par-
ticles

As noted above, affine motion is a major simplify-
ing assumption in several powder compaction models
(for example those of Fleck [2] and Storåkers et al.
[3]): local particle rearrangement is neglected and the
centres of particles undergo an affine displacement
uA

i prescribed directly by the macroscopic strain
uA

i = Eijxj. The relative approach of two contacting
cylinders can then be expressed as

uA
N � �Eijninj(R1 � R2) (16)

where ni is the common unit normal to the contact.
The extent to which the relative motion of particles in
the discrete element simulations deviate from affine
motion has been investigated as follows. A useful
non-dimensional measure of the accuracy of the affine
assumption is the ensemble average of the difference
between the inter-particle approach in a discrete
element calculation, uN, and the approach under affine
motion, uA

N, each normalised by uA
N; this is shown as

a function of relative density D in Fig. 7(a) (b) for
hydrostatic and closed die compaction, respectively,
of the polydispersed initial packing of Fig. 3(b). For
both frictionless hydrostatic and frictionless closed
die compaction, the particle displacements differ from
the affine values by more than 200% in the initial
stages of compaction, with a peak deviation at
D�0.83. Much less particle rearrangement occurs
when inter-particle friction is present: the average dis-
placement deviation from affine motion is less than
50% for m�0.1, and has a negligible dependence
upon the additional constraint of no particle rotation.
It is clear from Fig. 7(a) (b) that the degree to which
local rearrangement occurs is insensitive to the direc-
tion of the macroscopic strain path: the degree of dis-
placement deviation for closed die and hydrostatic
compaction is similar.

It is of interest to explore the degree to which the
relative tangential displacement of particle centres
deviates from that given by affine motion: tangential
displacements over and above the affine value indi-
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Fig. 7. The average deviation of the actual, realtive normal
displacement in the network from the affine relative normal
displacement versus density, D. Results of various degrees
inter-particle friction are shown for (a) hydrostatic compaction

and (b) closed die compaction.

cate local particle rearrangement by a combination of
sliding and rolling. A useful measure of the deviation
in tangential displacement is given by the ratio
�|uT�uA

T|�/�uA
N�, where uT is the relative sliding

displacement at each contact [see equation (5)], and
uA

T is the relative tangential displacement of neigh-
bouring particle centres according to affine motion.
Consider first hydrostatic compaction. The tangential
displacement between two neighbouring particles
undergoing affine motion uA

T equals zero. However,
the discrete element calculations give large relative
tangential displacements, uT, as shown in the plot of
�|uT�uA

T|�/�uA
N� versus D in Fig. 8(a); the sliding

displacements are particularly large for frictionless
particles, necessitating the use of a separate scale in
the insert of the figure. The degree of particle sliding
reduces with an increase in friction level, but remains
non-negligible (�|uT�uA

T|�/�uA
N��0.5) in the stick-

ing limit, m = �. Similar curves for closed die com-
paction are shown in Fig. 8(b). Here, the affine rela-
tive tangential displacement is not equal to zero but
�|uA

T|/uA
N��0.80 throughout the compaction history.

The deviation in tangential displacement for fric-

Fig. 8. the average deviation of the actual, relative tangential
displacement in the network from affine relative tangential dis-
placement normalised by the affine normal displacement versus
density, D. Results of various degrees of inter-particle friction
in the polydispersed packing are shown for (a) hydrostatic com-

paction and (b) closed die compaction.

tionless particles is very similar to that for hydrostatic
compaction, with an initial peak value of �|uT�
uA

T|�/�uA
N��14. When friction is present, the curves

plateau rather quickly at about �|uT�uA
T|�/�uA

N�
= 1.5, compared with a plateau value of about 0.5 for
the case of hydrostatic compaction. The deviations in
tangential displacement are fairly insensitive to the
degree of particle rolling, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a)
and (b) for the case m = �; we conclude that particle
rolling plays a more minor role than particle sliding
in the local rearrangement of particles.

3.4. Yield surface evaluation

In order to calculate the yield surface of a random
array of cylinders, the discrete element method is
used to compact the polydispersed particle array to a
density of D = 0.85 along both a hydrostatic and a
closed die strain path. The array is then unloaded
elastically and subsequently reloaded along the full
range of in-plane strain paths in order to probe the
yield surface. During reloading, an approximately lin-
ear relationship between stress and density exists until
yielding occurs. The yield point is defined as the
value at which the stress–density curve has a local
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maximum in curvature; this corresponds approxi-
mately to defining yield at an offset strain of about
0.1%. In order to treat elastic unloading, the
unloading and reloading spring stiffness in the normal
direction at each contact is set to 103 times the load-
ing stiffness. Numerical experimentation shows that
the yield points are independent of the exact value
of the unloading–reloading stiffness as long as it is
sufficiently high.

The yield surfaces for the particulate aggregate
with a random dispersion of cylinder radii r in the
range r = R[0.9,1.1] are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b)
after hydrostatic compaction and closed die com-
paction, respectively. The yield surface is plotted by
linear interpolation between individual yield points;
arrows indicate the direction of straining used to

Fig. 9. Yield surfaces of the polydispersed packing,
r = R[0.9,1.1], compacted to a density of D = 0.85. Various
degrees of friction and boundary conditions are shown for (a)
hydrostatic precompacts and (b) closed die precompacts. The

arrows denote the strain path directions during reloading.

probe the yield points. The part of each yield surface
approaching �11 = �22 = 0 is hand-sketched.

The yield surfaces for hydrostatic compaction are
shown in Fig. 9(a) for frictionless and sticking con-
tacts, and for the affine case with frictionless contacts.
For comparison, the 2D version of an isotropic yield
surface is included, as reported in [3, 19] and as sum-
marised in Appendix A. This upper bound analytical
approximation of the yield surface assumes fric-
tionless, cohesionless contacts. When affine boundary
conditions are applied to all frictionless particles in
the network, a yield surface similar to the analytical
yield surface is obtained: the size and shape, with the
characteristic vertex at the loading point are each
reproduced. The direction of the plastic flow is not
uniquely determined at the vertex, as shown by the
arrows pointing in different directions. Next, consider
the yield surface for the frictionless array of particles;
local rearrangement of the particles gives a yield sur-
face which is about half the size of the yield surface
due to affine deformation. Furthermore, the yield sur-
face is smooth at the loading point, with the vertex
absent. The effect of sticking friction, m = �, is to
produce a smooth yield surface which is comparable
in size to that due to affine deformation.

The yield surfaces arising from closed die com-
paction to the density D = 0.85 are shown in Fig.
9(b). Again there is adequate agreement between the
yield surfaces for affine deformation based upon an
infinite isotropic array of particles, and a finite distri-
bution deposited by the ballistic method. In both
cases, a vertex develops at the loading point. In the
more realistic discrete element simulation, particle
rearrangement is taken into account and the yield sur-
face is rounded in the vicinity of the loading point; a
direct comparison with the affine result for the fric-
tionless case shows that the yield surface is reduced
in size by a factor of about two. Particle rearrange-
ment by sliding is inhibited by friction, and the yield
surface for sticking friction is nearly double the size
of that for frictionless contacts, in a similar manner
to that noted above for hydrostatic compaction.

Riedel et al. [7] and Fleck [2] found that the level
of inter-particle friction has only a minor effect upon
the size and shape of the yield surface when affine
deformation is imposed [2, 7]. Figure 9 shows clearly
that friction alters the degree of local rearrangement
of particles by sliding, and thereby increases the size
of the yield surface.

It remains to be determined whether the increase
in size of the yield surface by imposing affine defor-
mation is due to the prevention of local particle
rearrangement during compaction or during the sub-
sequent probing of the yield surface. To address this,
additional calculations were performed for hydro-
static compaction of the polydispersed array to a rela-
tive density of D = 0.85. Affine deformation and local
rearrangement were each imposed during the com-
paction step and then during the probing of the yield
surface, see Fig. 10. For example, the yield surface
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Fig. 10. Yield surfaces of the polydispersed packing,
r = R[0.9,1.1], with frictionless inter-particle contacts com-
pacted hydrostatically to a density of D = 0.85. Various combi-
nations of boundary conditions during compaction and
reloading are shown. The arrows denote the strain path direc-

tions during reloading.

labelled “ l.r.–affine” refers to compaction by the dis-
crete element method with local rearrangement
allowed, followed by probing of the yield surface by
imposing affine deformation. The curve labelled “ l.r.–
l.r.” refers to the case where local rearrangement of
particles can take place during compaction and during
probing of the yield surface, while the curve labelled
“affine–affine” denotes the yield surface due to affine
motion during both compaction and subsequent pro-
bing; both curves are redrawn from Fig. 9(a). We note
in passing that each point of the “affine-affine” yield
surface was determined unambiguously as the stress–
density reloading curves had a sharp knee at the yield
point; in contrast, the location of the yield point when
local rearrangement was allowed during probing was
more ambiguous as the stress–density reloading
curves do not possess a sharp knee at yield. Hence,
the size of the three yield surfaces involving non-
affine motion are accurate to within about 10%;
greater confidence can be placed in their shapes, how-
ever. It is concluded from Fig. 10 that relaxation of
the constraint of affine motion, either during the com-
paction phase or during the probing of the yield sur-
face, gives rise to the local rearrangement of particles
and to a yield surface of about half the size produced
by “affine–affine” deformation. Further, local particle
rearrangement, either during compaction or during
probing of the yield surface leads to a rounding-off
of the vertex at the loading point.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study the discrete element model has been
used to study the compaction of a random distribution
of metal circular cylinders, with emphasis placed on

the practical cases of hydrostatic and closed die com-
paction. The significance of inter-particle friction and
affine motion has been explored both for the com-
paction response and for the resulting yield surface.

Consider first the compaction of frictionless par-
ticles. Substantial rearrangement takes place in the
early stages of compaction and results in low macro-
scopic stresses both for hydrostatic and closed die
compaction. When the friction coefficient is
increased, the degree of local particle rearrangement
is reduced and a stiffer compaction response is
observed. Is has been argued previously [2, 7] that
the size and shape of the yield surface exhibit only a
minor dependence upon the level of inter-particle fric-
tion when the particles move in an affine manner. Fig-
ure 9(a) and (b) show that this is not the case when
local rearrangement of the particles is accounted for;
at the end of Stage I compaction, D = 0.85, the yield
surface for frictionless particles is about half the size
of that for sticking contacts, both for hydrostatic and
closed die compaction. The size of the yield surface
for sticking contacts is approximately the same as that
for affine deformation. Furthermore, the characteristic
vertex at the loading point of the yield surface for
affine deformation becomes rounded when the par-
ticles are free to rearrange in the discrete element
model.

The current framework does not guarantee a stable
macroscopic response, and under macroscopic strain
paths such as those involving a large dilitation it is
possible to attain localisation of deformation; then the
stiffness matrix of the particle distribution becomes
singular. In order to deal with such instabilities, it
would be necessary to include the effects of material
inertia and damping. However, the scope of the
present study is limited to the case of stable com-
paction involving a large component of hydrostatic
compression. For such strain paths, the present
approach based on static equilibrium suffices. It is
further noted that the effect of plastic indentation at
contacts is to redistribute the macroscopic stress uni-
formly rather than along particular force lines through
the particle array. The development of a few loading
paths is a characteristic of granular media with elas-
tic-frictional contacts and is not characteristic of a
compacting elastic-plastic porous solid.
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APPENDIX A

A.1. Derivation of 2D analytical yield surfaces

Upper bound estimates of the macroscopic yield
surface for a random aggregate of equi-sized, rigid-
perfectly plastic spheres are derived in [1, 2] by
assuming the affine motion of particles, with isolated
plastic dissipation at contacts. For comparison pur-
poses, 2D versions of these yield surfaces have been
derived for cohesionless and frictionless powder
material using the same procedure as outlined in [1,
2, 3, 19].

A uniform macroscopic strain, Eab (a,b = 1 and 2),
is imposed on the powder aggregate and the relative
normal displacement of two particles follows from
equation (16) as

u̇N � �2RnanbĖab � �2R(Ė11cos2f (A1)
� Ė22sin2f)

where R is the particle radius, na is the unit vector
along the line of particle centre, and f is the angle
between the 1-direction and the contact normal. The
total dissipation rate per contact is

Ẇc � 3syAc

u̇N

2
(A2)

where 3syAc is the normal force at the contact and
the factor of 1/2 arises because the plastic dissipation

is shared between the two particles at each contact.
The average plastic dissipation rate over the surface
S of each particle is

Ẇp � �
S
�Z0Ẇc

2pR0
	dS (A3)

where Z0 equals the average number of contacts per
particle (assumed constant). The expression for Ẇp

must be multiplied by D/Vp, where Vp is the volume
of the particle, in order to compute the plastic dissi-
pation per unit macroscopic volume

W
˙̄

� �
S
�Z0Ẇc

2pR0

D
pR2

0
	dS

�
�12syDZ0

p2 �p/2
0

(A4)

[√�2(Ė11cos2f � Ė22sin2f)(Ė11cos2f � Ė22sin2f)]df

Following Gurson [20], the macroscopic stress on the
yield surface corresponding to any macroscopic strain
rate Ėab is obtained by differentiation of W̄̇ with
respect to Ėab, viz

�ab �
∂W

˙̄

∂Ėab
(A5)

The yield surface due to hydrostatic compaction, Fig.
9(a), has been derived in [19].

A.2. Yield surface due to closed die compaction

Closed die compaction comprises the strain path
E22�0 and all other Eab = 0. The plastic dissipation
per unit macroscopic volume equation (4) is then
expressed by

W
˙̄

� �
12syDZ0

p2 √�2E22�
p/2

0

sinf(Ė11cos2f (A6)

� Ė22sin2f)df

The macroscopic yield surface for Ė11�0 and Ė22�
0 follows as

�11 � �
4
p2DZ0sy√�2E22 (A7)

�22 � �
8
p2DZ0sy√�2E22 (A8)
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With the loading angle defined by
qc = atan(√Ė11Ė22), the yield surface for Ė11�0 and
Ė22�0 is

�11 � �
4
p2DZ0sy√�2E22cos3qc (A9)

�22 � �
12
p2DZ0sy√�2E22(cosqc�

1
3

cos3qc)

(A10)

and for Ė11�0 and Ė22�0 is

�11 � �
4
p2DZ0sy√�2E22(1�cos3qc) (A11)

�22 � �
12
p2DZ0sy√�2E22 (A12)


2
3

�cosqc �
1
3

cos3qc�

The above analytical description of the yield surface
is plotted in Fig. 9(b).


